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Study .dempnstrates both similarities and differences found.

during:videotaped face-to-face mOtheeLinfant and father-infant

'Abstract

40

interaction. The.interaction'of infants with fathers as well as motahers/

is a reciprocal and joint1yegulated process. Differences between

mother-infant and father-infant interactitn exist in the -quality.o,f

regul tionland in the teMporal structure.:and'cOntent of'games parents
. .

ind/infants play: Mothers and infants engaged in more verbal play whle
.

4

-c

tathers..and infants played More rhythMiC tapping games: These difference

piovide the anlage for different.funCtional eratks of development an
0P

- -

together-%foster the development of wider range. of social skilL than

if only-One pattern were auailable.,

.
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The.,Goals and E!tructure of Face-to-Face Interaction Between

Infants and Fathars

.

1

Although fathers are increasingly invoiVed with their young infants,

still knOw very little about the nature o the father7infant

relationship. Our work over the past few yea s represents an attempt

to-understand father-infant interaction. In addition, by observing

in a t interactiOns wit,h fathers as well as mothers, we hope to gain a

cle rer understanding of the social skills of young infants arid of-the

bro der social environment in which they develop.

Videotaped faCe-to-face interactions in the laboratory provide a

.windo through which.we can see exchanges of expressive communicatiop

*that e believe underlie the developinifather-infant relationship.

(Braze ton, Koslqwski and,Main, 1974; Brazelton,.Tronick, Adamson, Als

and fa. 1975).

previous wotk has provided a detailed behavioral description of

these interactions during the'first six months of life (logman, et al.,

1977). 4e have demonstrated in an interactive situation that infants
\

\ discriminate familiar adults, mother and father, from eaeh other and

that they frown significantly less with both parents than with stringera

las early as the firgt month of life.

\

In th s discussion, I will anal-NA, t.,.e structural characteristics of

,N
social int raction between infants and faihera. Our data suggest that the.

interaction of yoUng infants with fathers as well as mothers is'a

,reCiprocal and jointly.regulated process in which both.partners modify

their actions in'response to the'feedback provided bY their, pareher.

9
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Page 2
The Goalsand Structure of Face-to-Face InteraCtion Between
Infants and Fathers_

After discussing similarities in the interactions of infants with

fathers and Mothers, I will then comment on differences both in the

gnality of regulation and in the structure_and content of,games parents

play with their infants.

The data are based on slow motionanalyses:Of videotapes frOm the

inxeractions of five healthy, first-bOrnlinfants with their mothers

and fathers. Infants also interacted with strangers, but these results

are described separately (Dixon,. 1977). All families were seen in our

laboratory at biweekly intervals from the second week until the infants

were Six months old. All faMilies were upper-middle Class and mothers

were the 'primary caretakers. The.parent not being filmed waited outside

the room.. The laboratory was set up and videotapes were recorded and

ana4zed using a method ol second by second deacription Of expres'sive

behaviors previously described (Yogman; et al., 1977; Brazelton, Tronick,

Adamson, Als and Wise, 1975).:

Tbec the structural Analysis, we segdentedthp continuous stream of

imthavior into a set of monadic phases made up by a.set of substitutable'

setcond by secand displays (Tronick, 1977)., For both the infant and the .

adult these included the fallowing mdhadic phases: Talk, Play, Set,

Elicit, _Monitor, Avert and protest/Avoid.

lae7.session canristed of one two minute period of inter-action with

. -

each adult, and .the order of adults entering was counterbalanced across

t.

sessions and babies.
7

To pro7ide the context for:my discussiOn of our data analysis, I

would now lik2 to shw you .afilm of one of our sessions - an.interaction

5
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Page 3'
/ The Gbals and Structure of Face-to-Face knteraction Berween

Infants and Fathers ,

between.a threeYmonth old male infant and his mothe* and father.
\

interactions are characterized by multiple positive affective

inteichanges Which are mutually initiate& and terminated.

First, we will see the segment Of the infant4with his mother.

Both

The interaction with mother begips as.;Mother.enters smiling and saying
011

"hi" in a high-pitéhed voice. The baby responds with an early, but
/

brief smile greeting after a latency of only three seconds. After

4' A
about 30 seconds of mutural orientation, their interaction is characterized

by phases of reciprocal vocalization oVmutual talk, each lasting about
,

four to eight seconds and interrupted-by shvter three to four second

Apauses. These-alternating dial44es consiiitute a' verhal game for infant

a;ld mother, in which mother talks in a iurst-pause manner and the infant

.vocalizes during the pauses. As. mother and baby alternately build to

a peak of attentional involvement and then decelerate epeating the

sequence together, they illustrate the Smocthly-modul ted rhythmic

cycling of mother-infant interaction.

Tilm: Mother with I ant'(96 days)

Next, we will see the episode of this infant wit his father. Here,

the father enters with'a neutral facial cxpression aad begins a narrative

vocalization while the infant stills, sits upright and watches the father

intently and quietly. lne infant appears."set" top...interact. After about

six seconds, the iiff ent then greets his father with'a w4..degrin and -

punctuates this wit a large, -abrupt movement of'his foot: Infant

vocalizations are often laughs -'short and intense/- followed by long.
. \ A .

i .,
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Page 4
-IThe Goals and Structute of Face-to=Face Interaction Between
Infanta and Fathts

pauses, while-father imitates and amplifies his infant's facial,

expreasions. Episodes of mutual play are fcllowed ty- pauses in which

,,the father becomes less Animated - in other words, drdps tO.set and

- .waits for the infant)io re-initiate the play. During the second

minute,the4p episodes of play increase as the father touches the

infant with ihy'thmic tapping patterns. Thi4 pattsrn is seen most

mlearly at the end 4 the session when the.father walks his fingers

Arp the baby's arm as part:of a tapping game. This short burst of

tlpping is an example-of the abrupt shifts that characterizeefather-
)-

infant interaction, in which father and infant alternately accelerate

to higher peaks and deteerate to lower valleyrrhan do mother and
.

infant.

-it- Film: Father with Infant (96 days)

now use our analysis of these two interactions to demonstrate.

'lath the .simillsrities and differences between father-infant and mother-
,

4

-Andant .interaction we found in all five families. For each second of

Lkthract,iLom, we translated specific descriptions-of infant and adult

ibehavl into one'of the seven monadic phases described earlier.
44.

.1 depicts graphically the sequencing of the monadic phases

for each of the participant.; during each second of interaction.

-- Figure 1 heie'
a

2hin :figure shows the tnteraction of infant with the father we just saw
)

nu film.. The figure shows that "...poth father .And infant cycle through

ssimilar phases shifting from set uf;to play and talk and then back down
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The Goals and S.tructure of Face-to-Face interaction Between
InfantS and Fathers

"to itet again. We see that both father hnd infant'spend more than 90;

rof the'interaction in phases set, play and talk, the three most,affictively

positiY phases. %

.

A . Furthermore thi graph allows us to
-focus on the transitions

between phases and to see that these transitions are lointly regulated.

-The small letters a through j below the graph mark transitions in which

4. both partners move in the seine direction Within one to two seconds of

.f each other. We can, see that father and Infant often.change phaes

i?

simultaneously during face-to-face interaction.

Figure 2 shows the similarities between father-infant interaction

'ori the top and,mother-infant interaction on the botton. Mother and

-- Figure 2 here

infant also cycle th-rqugh similar affectively positive phases and on

several occsions also change phases simultaneously as indicated by

the small leters a-through h directly below the graph. With both parents,

. 40.
.the cycling, between,phases limita the duration of time spent in any one

phase. With both mothers and fathers, this cycling appears to-maintain

the level of affective involvement of each partner'within certain limits

in a homeostatic fashion.

Below each of the graphs is anot)gr visual representation of the

amount of meshing or mutual regulat&on Which occurs during these dyadic

interactions. During each serond, Rarent and infant monadicsphases may

be related in one of three ways: match, conjOint,..and disjoint._
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The Coals and Structure of Face-to-Face Interaction Between
Infants and Father-s

1. First, their phases may be identical and we ,have called this A

"match."

2. Second, both partners may be in adjacent phases as when the adult

is in play and the infant is in talk. We have called this

"conjoint'''.

3. Third, the partners may be more than one_phase apartas when

the adult is in elicit'and the infant is in play. We ilve called

this "d!sjoint".

The shaded boxes below the graphs depict the relationship between

infant and parent phases during each second as match on top, conjoint in

the middle and disjoint on the bottom. After a few seconas of disjoint

states, the remainder of infant inter ction with both parents consists of

conjoint and match states.

Next!, we looked(more closely at siMilarities in dy'adic stares - match, ,

conyitnt aid disjoint:0 Figure 3 shows more clearly the relative proportion

of time spent,in each of these three dyadic states during infant interaction

Figure 3 here

with mother and father. The area of the boxes represents the proportion

of time spent in each state. The arrows between or within states represent

.the transitions between states, for each second of tke interaction. As
0-

you can see; interactions are mostly,conjoint with both parents: 567. of

the time with
f

mother and 60% of the time with father . There are also a
.

4 S
1

large proportion-of matching states With.both parents while disjoint

stats are rare, occuring less Chan 107. of thr,time. +Furthermore, the

9



Page 7
The Goals and Structure of Face-to-Face Interaction Between
Infants andrathers

vransitions bpiween dyadic states demonstrate the way.partnerb achieve

this meshing. Most of the secund'to second transitions either,r2main

within conjoint or match states or cycle between the two. When the

partners divcige to disjoint states, they readjust back to conjoint or

match states- within the next one Or two transitions. These data all

suggest similarities in joint regulation and reciprocity displayed during
A

dyadic interactions of infants with mothers and fathers. SiMilarities

exist in the levels of affective involvement of the partners, the almost

simultaneous timing of transitions between phases present during.inter-.

Actions with both parentsiand in the,quality of dysdic states...and nature

of transitions between dyadic states.
9

I'd now like to discuss some differences between father-infant and

mother-infant interaction.' These differences exist in the sequehcing of

phases, and.in the temporal structure and behavioral content of the

play and talk phases.

If we *focus just on episodes of infant talk in Figure 2 and look at

the transitions the inlInt makes from that phase to other phases, differ-

0 ences between infant interaction-with mothers and fathers bccome apparent.

We hal;e characterized two different types of transitions from the phase

of infant talk. Transition A represents a shift from talk to a lower

phase and then back up to talk on the subsequent transition. An example

can be seen on the infant-mOther graph between the small letters b and c
,*

(Figure 2). Transition B representsje same initial shift from talk to
4

lower phase, but then a sl_bsequent shift to a phase other than'talk

instead of back to talk. An example can be seen on the infantfather

10
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. T:her,Coals and Structure of Facc-to-Face Interaction Between
,-!infant,s and Faxhers
--,

.'

-"
graph between the smaltjetters,b and Figure 2). The.bar graphs ov

Figure 4 shiiii.the relative PrOportfbn of infant tranSitionS A Oeft)

,

andB (right) ocdUring during mother-infant and father-infant interaction.

Figue 4 here

transitions.aremdre likely to be Type A, while With,
1

.

fathers these transitions,are more likely tobe Type B. Furthermore,

the mean duration of the interval between episodes of talk.is also longer
,

with fathers (8.0 Sec.) than wixh mothers ('2.8.sed.. Thesedata'suggest

that after infants talk with fathers, they are.more likely to-Shift

through lower phases and-xemain there for a longer time while' with mothers

they are more likely tooreturn toktalk. This difference in the quality

\\ of transitions between phases is charadterOttic of ehe More accentuated

# .

shifts from peaks of makimal att6tion to valleys.ofihinimal attention

'

that occur during infant interaction with fathers. This Can be
v

with the more graduai and modulatdd shifts that occur during mdtherlinfant
,

interaction.

Futher differences are evident in the temporal strUcture and specific

behavioral content Of-dyadic phases such as mutual talk or mutual, play.
, -

have called these,two dyadic phases interactive "games". i the same

sense that Dan Stern (1974) has defined them: "A'series of episodes of

mutual attention in which the adult uses a repeating set of behavior's with

only minor variations durin*each gpisode.of mutua4 attention."

lee looked specifically at verbal games sudh as the play dialdgue

we saw on the film with mother and at tapping games such as the-one at'.

the end of the father-infant session. We classified;a game as verbal when:
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The Goals and Stru.cture of Facto-Face interaction Between
Infint,s'anefathers

9

'

1m5th adult and infant, were in the phase tali. We clasiified a:taPping
% - s .., ,

. : \
game when the infinc was either,in phase:play.or talke,.while.the adult

. . . .

..,,,.,-,.

was In the phase p/ay and touched the'infant with'a tapping pattern. The.:

% -.0 .t

iker graphs on FAgure_5shovithat mother and infant: spent more time play-.

ing'Yerbil gmnes while father and infant spent more time playing taOging
;.

Figure 5 here 4--
gala! S '1

gven more meaningful than these differences in amount ofttime were
,

OA differences in temporr.l strucLure and interactive qualitpof the games

infants playedwith mothers and fathers., 'Stein (i977) has discussed the

effec's of temporal shifts on increasing the infant's attentfon and arouial.

One may speculate 'abopt the,differential effects of.a vocalization-pause-

vocalization githe as compared with a repetitive tapprng game with more

404.dely spaced.pauses; I'd like to show you.a.few segmemts of, film'from

other sessions of infants With fathers to illustrate'ihe,,pality of these

games fathers and infints engage in.

The first segmentshows the same father-infant-pair you saw a_few

miputes ago when.the baby was only 45 days old. Notice the mutual

imitation of mouth position by infant and father as fathersexercises his

inient in a "pull to sit" game.

Film - Father with Infant (45 days)

We see the beginnings of these games between fathers and infants

the first few weeks. In this next segment, we'll see a female infant who

iP oniy 23 daysold ina yet smiles responsively to the three-point tapping'

pme the father initiates.

Fflm Father with Infant (23 days)

12
411
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The Goals and-Structure. of Facc-to7Facd Interaction Between.*
Infants and'fathers .

.

IP
4

, -

't , .:.

--..,
,

The final segmpt showS a,father wiile'a two month old female'inlant'
--. ." - 4

.

playink.a game he calls "button your lip. Notice how che baby: responds:
, . .

faee softens, she.builds tO she4opens her mbuth 'and coos

- .

in anticipa-zion of f4ther's nexttap. Ashè reitarts a cycle, she laughs
4

ena'punctuates these episodea with movements of her feet.
r-

Filuu Father with Infant (64 day's) 7--

Differences between mother-infsp.and father-infant interaction can

seen in all five families both in the quality of transitions between

hases and in. the -content of games played. They suggest that atleast

for these five families interactions with fathers can bp characterized as

%ightpned end playful while.the interactions witheiothers appeared more

smoothly modulated and tontaitied.

In summary then, both similarities and differences exist,between

these mother-infant and father-infant interactions. At a afryciural

level, dyadic interaction with both mothers and fathers appears mutually

regulated and in both cases, partners build to a peak of attentional

involvelent aid come down in an ordPrly and cytlical fashion. Furthermore,
4

infanteeshibit well-organized expressive displays that areaffectively

positive with both parents. We believe that through these mutually regUl-
)

sted reciamcal exchanges, both prents provide a responsive, protective

4
environment that latches the.infant's developmental tapacities.

Along with these structUrtsimilarities, we have'illustrated differ-

nces: in the temporal struct and content of play which wegbelieve

prowtde the anlage for different functional tracks of development& Thd

establishment and development of rules of interchange during play dialogues

13.



Page 11
The Goalvand Structure of Face-to-Face Interaction'Between

Infants and Fathers
4P-

provide the foundation fOr later languagetlevelopment. Tapping:games

With their different temporal structure 'and afferent modulation of

infant arousal differentiate into alternate forms of social play which

eventually incorporate objects and lead into further instrumental activities.

Both woes of play offer the infant the opportunity to participate in.

"turn-talAneactivities, through whiCh the infant deVelops early notions

;f -sharing control in an interactive situaticn. ThrOugh play,,the infan.

learns the rules of culture and of family (Bruner, 1976).

We believe that each of these differentiai '''t.tracks serves A unique

function in the infant's development. Together, tliey foster the development

of a wider range of social skills than if only one pattern were available.

Both of.these tracks seem available to,infaT as early as ne month of age

and both depend on the parent's ongoing-relationship with their infant.

This-relationship allows both parents to be aware of the physiological and

psychological capabilities of their infant and in turn, to both support

and t,Et.he limits Of those c4abilities.
"NW

n closing, I think that studies,of face-toliace interaction allow

us to see what parents have known all along - namely, that faifiir"ve

. .

a unique, important and direct role to play with young infanta, a role

that complements the relationship with the mother, and a role that starts

at birth.' Zhe recognition by fathers as vell as mothers of their speci9

ro1es fosters the sttachmpnt of both parents to their infant-, enhances
r

tivir involvement with th infant, and, In turn,,strengthens the family.

14
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